Abstract
Introducing music students to harmony -an alternative method
Harmony is often taught by following rules which prescribe what is "allowed" and what is not. These rules form part of a large body of systematised technical knowledge concerning musical structure. Although systematisation and breaking up a field of knowledge into manageable units are necessary to get a grip on a subject such as music theory, one should be aware of the implications of such a strategy on teaching and learning to write harmony. For example, the study of harmony normally starts after 2 students have mastered the rudiments of music theory. But this article shows that it is possible to introduce the basic principles of harmony much earlier in tandem with learning the rudiments of music theory.
The reliance on rules when writing harmony can be traced back to the eighteenth century when Jean-Philippe Rameau (in Gossett 1971:xxxv) wrote as follows in the preface to his Traité de l'harmonie réduite à ses principes naturels (1722):
Music is a science which should have definite rules; these rules should be drawn from an evident principle; and this principle cannot really be known to us without the aid of mathematics. Notwithstanding all the experience I may have acquired in music from being associated with it for so long, I must confess that only with the aid of mathematics did my ideas become clear and did light replace a certain obscurity of which I was unaware before.
Rameau"s idea was to elevate the study of harmony to the level of the sciences because of their higher status in the eighteenth century, following the Cartesian focus on rational thinking and more specifically on mathematics as a decoder of nature (Christensen 1993:90, 103) . But in the nineteenth century the French educator JeanJoseph Jacotot shed new light on the concept of the intellectual subject when he read Descartes"s well-known dictum "I think, therefore I am" (Cogito, ergo sum) in reverse.
According to Jacques Rancière, Jacotot"s "I am a man, therefore I think" became one of the principles of his teaching, which was based on the idea that " [t] hought is not an attribute of the thinking substance; it is an attribute of humanity" (1991:35-36) .
[Algerian-born French philosopher Rancière (1991) For Jacotot the "thinking subject" is not a person who denies the value of the senses and he even went so far as to state that " [t] he virtue of our intelligence is less in knowing than in doing" (Rancière 1991:54, 65) . With regard to Descartes"s distrust of the senses when he concluded that solid wax and melted wax are the same and that this conclusion is arrived at through knowledge and not through the senses, Jacotot commented as follows: "I want to look and I see. I want to listen and I hear. I want to touch and my arm reaches out, wanders along the surfaces of objects or penetrates into their interior" (p. 54).
This integration of thinking and doing, of theory and practice is especially important for the teaching of beginner harmony, which has traditionally relied more on the development of knowledge and cognitive skills than on the expression of musical ideas as a form of art.
Thinking and doing
Jacotot developed his new approach to teaching, later referred to as "universal teaching", when he was appointed to teach French at the University of Louvain in 1818. As a professor who did not know Flemish he had to face a group of students of whom a good number did not speak French (Rancière 1991:1) . Until then he had believed that the task of the professor was "to transmit his knowledge to his students" (p. 2), but this new teaching situation forced him to develop another approach. He used Fénelon"s Les aventures de Télémaque as a basis for developing a learning strategy in which individuals learn something without having it explained to them beforehand -they learned themselves through observation and comparison of the material at hand (p. 35).
Joseph Jacotot referred to his "natural method of the human mind" as "the student"s method" (p. 124). 2 Just as Jacotot"s students learned French by reading Fénelon"s Les aventures de Télémaque, this proposed method for teaching harmony beginners take the music that students themselves play as point of departure. They become acquainted with the basic principles of music writing through direct experience instead of relying on prescriptive rules and systematised knowledge that is known as the grammar of music.
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In her article on "Posthumanist performativity: Toward an understanding of how matter comes to matter" Karen Barad refers to Nietzsche"s warning against "the mistaken tendency to take grammar too seriously: allowing linguistic structure to shape or determine our understanding of the world". For her the answer lies in performativity, focusing on practices, doings and actions, because it "is precisely a contestation of the excessive power granted to language to determine what is real " (2003:802) . She believes that mediation of experience or the material world has offered "precious little guidance about how to proceed" toward "a more thoroughgoing accounting of the empirical world" (p. 823).
In her contribution to the theory of performativity Barad moves beyond its traditional linguistic confines to focus more on agency, following a materialist, naturalist and post-humanist approach that "incorporates important material and discursive, social and scientific, human and nonhuman, and natural and cultural factors" (p. 808).
3 She regards understanding "how matter matters" as vitally important for her agential realist approach, allowing "matter its due as an active participant in the world"s becoming" (p. 803). However, "matter does not refer to a fixed substance; rather, matter is substance in its intra-active becoming -not a thing, but a doing, a congealing of agency" (p. 822, author"s italics). Practices of "knowing and being are not isolatable, but rather they are mutually implicated" (p. 829).
Certain elements common to the two distinctive sources mentioned above (Jacotot, dealing with nineteenth-century students learning through discovering, and
Barad, who promotes a performative approach to understanding in the twenty-first century) represent basic teaching principles on which the proposed method for teaching harmony to beginners is based, namely that knowledge proceeds from the known to the unknown, and from concrete experiences to abstract thinking. More specifically the two approaches demonstrate the reliance on direct experience of the arts product itself (Jacotot"s students learned a foreign language without first being taught its grammar) and the importance of doing in the act of understanding. According to the method for beginner harmony proposed here, students are first actively involved in the 5 identification of melodic motifs in the music that they themselves play and then, understanding the various implications of their performative effects, students are guided in the development of skills in the writing of two-part counterpoint and finally four-part harmony.
Experiential learning
When the music that students themselves play is taken as point of departure in the teaching of beginner harmony, not only are the basic principles of teaching applied (known to unknown and concrete experiences to abstract thinking), but it also provides an example of experiential learning. In 1984 David Kolb defined experiential learning as "the process whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience"
(in Kolb and Kolb 2013:236) . Because of the limited scope of the topic only relevant aspects from the vast field of experiential learning will be mentioned here.
In their article on meta-cognitive aspects of experiential learning Kolb and Kolb (2013:236) By following this process of experiential learning, the roles of theory and practice are reversed. Instead of applying prescribed theoretical knowledge (the route that is traditionally followed in the teaching of harmony), it is doing or "knowing how to" that becomes a route to knowledge. Where propositional knowledge, that is the knowledge of facts and truths or "knowing that", is the primary concern of epistemology, this proposed method demonstrates propositional knowledge as a result
and not as a point of departure. It demonstrates a kind of knowledge that starts from the "know how" to the "know that". According to Edward Craig the "knowing how to" epistemology is "under-researched at present" (2005, section 3).
"Knowledge by acquaintance, or by direct awareness" is known as nonpropositional knowledge (Paul Moser in Audi, 1995:273) . Considering a phenomenon or phenomena "before reflection begins" (Audi, 1995:665) , may denote a phenomenological strategy when combining knowledge and skill in the introduction of harmony. According to Joseph Kockelmans, "phenomenology is an attempt to give a direct description of our experience as it is in itself without taking into account its psychological origin and its causal explanation" (in Audi 1995:665).
Rameau's legacy questioned
In the eighteenth century, but also to a certain extent for the ensuing centuries, Rameau"s contribution towards the development of music theory as a discipline cannot be underestimated -pitch structures systematised as scales, intervals and vertical structures (chords) became a major concern in teaching music theory. More specifically,
for Rameau "knowledge of harmony is sufficient for a complete understanding of all the properties of music" (in Gossett 1971:3) and his "essential goal was to validate chords as 7 primary musical constructs" (Christensen 1993:28) . But the focus on harmony and its separation from the study of melody and rhythm had a negative effect on the study of melody in the eighteenth century (Dahlhaus 1989:62) .
In the twentieth century the overemphasis on theoretical abstractions and the separation of theory and practice came to be questioned because of its stifling impact on imagination and creativity (e.g. Smith and Renouf, introduction, p. 1965) . In the second part of the previous century, a large number of harmony books that use music from the comprehensive music repertoire as their primary source was published. These seeked to address what Yizhak Sadai, in the introduction to his Harmony in its systemic and phenomenological aspects describes as "the gap and incompatibility between harmony as taught at the academies ("academic harmony") and harmony as revealed in actual composition" (1980:XXIII).
Beginner harmony as experiential learning
In this article the proposed method to introduce students to the study of harmony takes as point of departure actual compositions that they themselves play. Personal experience has shown that many students of orchestral instruments either begin their studies by learning to play the piano, or are able to play the easy piano pieces that are used for demonstration purposes in this article. Therefore, this method for introducing students to harmony is accessible to many music students. Not only do they develop their inner hearing, they also experience melodic and harmonic procedures directly in a tactile manner. By relying on these original models, students can actually hear the sound and acquire an aural image of the procedures which they will use in their harmony exercises, their exercises thus becoming more than theory or notes on paper.
According to the proposed teaching method harmony beginners imitate the style of existing, original compositions. Imitation plays an important role in the "how to"
category of learning, in acquiring new abilities (Craig 2005 (1991:25-26 ).
In the original models students become acquainted with the integration of melody, harmony and rhythm in a direct manner. To a large extent melody and rhythm are the features that characterise music as a temporal art, setting it apart from the plastic arts. A greater reliance on melody and rhythm can also develop listening skills because it helps students to follow the music as it unfolds in time -it promotes understanding and eventually enhances aesthetic experience. The proposed method for teaching harmony to beginners does not rely on prescribed rules and systematised knowledge but takes as departure the shapes, contours and combination of sounds in the music that they play themselves, as will be explained in the rest of the article.
For teaching purposes the integration of melody and rhythm can best be studied in the manageable format of melodic motifs. Relying on melodic motifs in the music that many beginners play, provides a basis for a methodology that integrates the melodic, rhythmic, contrapuntal and harmonic features of musical texture. Melodic motifs taken from the music itself, 4 also exemplify the interaction between horizontal and vertical musical features within a rhythmical environment. 5 In spite of the fact that numerous harmony books rely heavily on original models from the music repertoire, I have not come across a teaching method for the beginner that is based on melodic motifs or melodic note patterns. (See, for example, Aldwell and Schachter [1989] and Clendinning and Marvin [2005] .) A number of books use melody or counterpoint as point of departure in teaching and learning harmony. As early as 1965
Edwin Smith and David Renouf started five of the eight chapters in their book on "artistic creativity in education" (introduction) with a section on melody, followed by a section on harmony. Douglass Green"s Harmony through counterpoint (1970) begins with counterpoint and the study of melody rather than the study of chords. However, the potential of the melodic motif to suggest a chord progression is not developed in either of these books and the examples do not come from the music that beginners play. Although 
A melodically driven approach to teaching beginner harmony
The method proposed here is melodically driven because it uses two-note melodic motifs in the music that students themselves play as point of departure to demonstrate how a linear approach may lead through two-part counterpoint to the writing of fourpart harmony. When generic melodic patterns (see Sadai above) are experienced directly as melodic motifs in the music that students play, they may also develop awareness of metre and of weak and strong beats. A basic principle of rhythm, namely the distinction between a weak and a strong impulse, is therefore introduced right from the beginning. A melodic motif normally displays certain unique rhythmic and melodic features, but a melodic pattern constitutes the basic framework of the melodic motif when it is reduced to its essential characteristics. Therefore, in order to concentrate on the potential of a generic melodic pattern to appear in various artistic shapes, the method proposed here deals with melodic patterns after students have experienced how they occur as original melodic motifs in the music that they themselves play (see demonstration below).
Short melodic patterns of various shapes also play a prominent role in developing skills other than music-writing skills. For example, Steve Larson (1993:80) believes that [t] hese patterns provide shapes that are simple and directed. … The organizing power of these simple shapes also makes them ideal sources for improvisation. They are easy to embellish because they provide a secure path that is easy to hear and return to. And they teach embellishment by example because they themselves are simple embellishments.
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If students who begin the study of harmony understand the potential of melodic patterns to develop their music-writing skills, they have been provided with suitable information, first, to add another melodic pattern against a given pattern, and at a later stage, to add a suitable third and a fourth pattern to eventually form a four-part harmonic texture (see the demonstration below). Although this method requires the figuring of vertical chordal structures only at a later stage (when the student writes fourpart harmony exercises), it is shown here at the beginning to help the teacher who is used to the traditional method, but also to facilitate the link between the horizontal (melodic) and the vertical (chordal) approach.
This proposed method does not require a harmony beginner to know vertical structures (chords), but they must know the rudiments of music theory, more specifically the intervals of the major and minor scale. As the students progress they learn how intervals combine to form chords, they learn about cadences, secondary dominants, chromatic harmony and the substitution of a primary triad by its functionally-related secondary triad. 6 Because this article focuses on the initial stage of harmony tuition, these advanced issues are only briefly touched upon (see point 5.
3) in order to show that the proposed method has the potential to guide the student to an advanced level. But advanced harmony can only be dealt with properly in a full-length study.
The first step in the method set out below is to identify significant two-note melodic patterns in the music that students play. The second step shows how another melodic pattern may combine with the identified melodic pattern to form a two-part skeletal framework. 7 The identification of significant two-note melodic patterns relies on the basic distinction between leaps and stepwise movement in a melodic line. In the latter case, the notes are represented by Arabic numerals that refer to steps of the scale.
For example, the pattern described as 7-8 refers to a melodic movement that links step 7
with step 8 (e.g. B-C in C major). By working with numbers, the melodic patterns can be used in any key.
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The basic distinction between leaps and stepwise movement results in two categories that could respectively represent chord prolongation and chord change when they are linked with a strong-weak and a weak-strong rhythmical movement respectively. This approach could help the harmony beginner with the choice of chords, one of the basic problems of writing harmony. This means that right from the beginning students learn how the horizontal and vertical aspects of musical texture interact. A horizontal or linear approach to the study of musical texture eventually leads to understanding the movement from chord to chord and to the writing of chord progressions. As soon as students understand the nature and implications of basic melodic patterns for chord choice, and as soon as they are able to apply it in writing, non-chord notes and leaps on chord notes can be introduced to vary the skeletal structures in a creative way.
For many students the first contact with formal music tuition is through learning to play the piano. Therefore, the identification of melodic patterns could be part of the and its inversion, the leap of a fourth.
Melodic patterns on a strong-weak subdivision of the bar or beat
When introducing music students to the study of harmony, the method proposed here focuses on the size of the leap and not whether it is major or minor. 
The leap of a third (or its inversion, the sixth)
For the beginner, the leap of a third (major or minor) which connects a strong beat with a weak beat (or subdivisions of the beat) may represent the lower third of a triad (major or minor respectively). In an exercise the mirror image of the leap may be added as a second part to this melodic pattern to form a two-part skeletal framework that represents the root position of a chord followed by its first inversion or vice versa. When the leap of a third is filled in with a passing note, it creates a stepwise threenote pattern that can help students to write the passing second inversion in four-part harmony at a later stage. In the latter instance, this three-note pattern would suggest the prolongation of the tonic chord (representing degrees 1-2-3 / 3-2-1) or the subdominant chord (representing degrees 4-5-6 / 6-5-4) . Therefore, knowledge of melodic patterns could form the basis for the development of skills in four-part writing. In Example 1d, bar 4, the one middle voice remains stationary (a repeated G forms pattern 5-5-5) , while the other voice moves through a lower auxiliary (neighbouring) tone (C-B-C as melodic pattern 8-7-8) . When this progression is written melodically, the correct notes will be doubled and, as a controlling mechanism, chords can be figured later on.
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Later on the descending stepwise three-note melodic pattern may represent the chord progression known as the cadential second inversion when it appears at the end of a phrase. This progression foregrounds chord V because the second inversion of chord I with step 5 in the bass is the first chord (see Example 7b).
The leap of a fifth (or its inversion, the fourth)
Against the leap of a fifth which connects a strong with a weak beat or subdivision of the beat (marked by a slur), the missing third of the triad can be added to form a twopart framework. The missing third of a chord could also be added against the inversion of the fifth, which is the fourth, marked with a broken slur in Example 2b. Here the D played by the left hand fills in the outline of the tonic triad B-D-F# (the perfect fourth F#-B is the inversion of the perfect fifth that constitutes the outline of the triad).
Other intervals
The two remaining intervals not dealt with thus far are the interval of a second and its inversion, the seventh. Analogous to the leap of a fifth, the leap of a seventh which connects a strong with a weak beat or subdivisions of the beat, can be regarded as the outline of a seventh chord (quartad). The second part to be added can provide the missing third and/or fifth, the same procedure that is followed when filling up the leap of a fifth, as explained above.
Harmony beginners can treat melodic patterns that consist of stepwise movement either as non-chord notes or as chord notes that represent a change of chord (see Examples 3 to 6 for note-patterns that represent change of chord).
Melodic patterns on a weak-strong subdivision of the bar or beat
In this category the easiest melodic pattern to begin with is the ascending semitone 7-8, because the movement from leading note to tonic is easily recognised. Instead of learning a rule that says the leading note must rise to the tonic, students experience the 7-8 note-pattern as a musical unit in the pieces they play. 11 Pattern 7-8 appears in what is most often known as the perfect (or in American terminology as the authentic)
cadence V-I.
The ascending semitone
A variety of melodic patterns may be added to the 7-8 pattern, namely 5-3, 4-3, 5-1, 2-1, 2-3, creating various kinds of two-part frameworks in the writing of two-part counterpoint.
12 Although these frameworks represent V-I in more advanced harmony (see Example 4), beginners do not have to figure the chords. As these two-part frameworks are invertible, students learn to write basic invertible counterpoint from the beginning without having to study the traditional rules for invertible counterpoint. The following example also shows the potential of melodic patterns to suggest chordprogressions when writing four-part harmony later on. 
The descending semitone
When introducing beginners to the writing of harmony, the proposed method regards the descending semitone as degrees 4-3 in the major key, representing the chord progression V 7 -I. In this case melodic patterns which can be used against pattern 4-3 to form a twopart framework are patterns 7-8 (see Examples 3a and b), 5-1 and 2-1 (see Example 3a).
What is conspicuous in the method set out so far is the absence of the subdominant triad and the plagal cadence. While the plagal cadence is far less common than the perfect and imperfect cadences, the subdominant triad often appears as an extension of the tonic triad (as in I-IVc-I) or as an approach chord to dominant harmony (see chords marked "x" in Example 7b), either in the perfect cadence or the imperfect cadence.
More advanced applications
The melodic patterns on which the proposed method is based, can also function on a more advanced level of learning to write four-part harmony. To continue with the basic melodic patterns of the V-I progression set out in the previous section, more advanced variants of these melodic patterns will be considered first.
Melodic patterns on a weak-strong subdivision of the bar or beat
The semitone, either as the ascending 7 The descending whole tone representing pattern 4-3 could also suggest a V 7 -I progression in a minor key. Depending on the ability of the student, the fact that pattern The following examples will show how two-part melodic frameworks can be expanded to four-part harmony by thinking and working in a horizontal, melodic manner.
Melodic patterns on a strong-weak subdivision of the bar or beat
On an advanced level, the harmony student may learn that the leap of a third could also represent the upper third and not only the lower third of a triad, as Example 1 shows.
The leap of a minor third, for example E-G, could also suggest a major triad C-E-G.
The minor third as upper third of a major triad
Example 5 shows the interval of a minor third that represents the upper third of a major triad at the progressions marked A and B. (The brackets show that the specific note pattern appears in a secondary key.)
How does one know whether the minor third represents the upper third of the major triad or the lower third of a minor triad? When the third is filled up according to 23 the key signature (e.g. E-F-G in C major) and the semitone lies below the whole tone, it represents the upper third in the major triad (C-E-G). If the key in which E-G appears has an F# then the semitone lies above the whole tone (E-F#-G). E-G would then represent the lower third of the minor triad (E-G-B).
The major third as upper third of a minor triad
On an advanced level, a leap of a major third could also be regarded as representing the upper third of a minor triad instead of representing the lower third of a major triad. 
Application of the proposed method
The two-note melodic frameworks in the music that students themselves play, serve as a guide to the writing of two-part counterpoint and four-part harmony for beginners.
Example 7a requires the student to complete a two-part piece and provide articulation and dynamic indications. The sections with large note-heads are given and I have added the notes with small heads according to the method explained above. The crossed diagonal lines mark the mirror patterns associated with the interval of a third or its inversion, the sixth. The pointed bracket in bar 7 shows the insertion of the third against the inversion of the outline of the triad (G-C, marked with a slur in the top line).
Where Example 7a mainly features chord prolongation through the many mirror patterns, Example 7b predominantly illustrates note-patterns that suggest chord change.
The student is required to add three parts below the top line that was given. The harmonisation must include chords in root position and inversion, a passing second inversion, a cadential second inversion, and the dominant seventh chord in any position.
Example 7b: UNISA Music Theory Examination Grade 5 (June 2013)
YouTube: http://youtu.be/6MmRbz-vcfQ
The opening V-Ib progression is followed by the passing second inversion (bar 1), V-VI of the interrupted cadence (bars 2-3), the imperfect cadence in bar 4, V 7 d-Ib (bars [4] [5] and the perfect cadence at the end. As explained above, chord IV (the subdominant chord) normally precedes chord V. In Example 7b this chord or its substitute (chord II) is indicated by an "x".
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To conclude
The systematisation of a field of knowledge enhances its status as an academic discipline and the study of music theory should not relinquish its highly sophisticated investigations and analyses in order to retain its status as a well-organised discipline. However, in the educational environment a regulatory approach may not always do justice to the study of music as a creative art. The method proposed in this article is aimed at the harmony beginner but it does not rely on prescribed rules and systematised knowledge -it follows the way in which music is shaped in works that students themselves play by taking horizontal melodic motifs instead of vertical structures (chords) and related theoretical abstractions as point of departure.
Furthermore, by using as primary source the music that students play, this approach yields a kind of knowledge known as non-propositional knowledge and knowledge acquired through experiential learning. Students combine concrete experiences, abstract conceptualization and reflective observation in active experimentation when basic melodic motifs are first experienced in their original environment -the effect is heard and the implications for writing music is then understood and finally applied when completing two-part counterpoint and four-part harmony exercises. By not following rules but by taking as primary source the music that students themselves play, their harmony is more than exercises, it becomes music. This strategy can also lay the foundation for the integration of rudiments of music theory with melody, rhythm, counterpoint and harmony at a much earlier stage than the advanced level at which the study of harmony is normally introduced.
